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Pope High School
Performing Arts Center

PRESENTS

THE SOUND OF MUSIC
Music by

RICHARD RODGERS
Lyrics by

OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN II

Book by
HOWARD LINDSAY

and RUSSEL CROUSE

Suggested by "The Trapp Family Singers" by Maria Augusta Trapp

WITH

Ryan Smith
Aleks Kozlovski

Lila Savu
Lorelei McGahee

Alexis Allphin
Gage Larabee
Kailey Breland
Rae Strobeck

Maya Little
Sofia Hargis
Anna Lopez

Birdie Cosgrove
Stella Davis

Maezy Tingiris
Onyx Bermudez
Addy Foreman
Serene Nguyen
Ansley White

Laurel McFarland
Jay Strobeck
Owen Hugh

Adrian Thaiss
Marisa Mulgrew

Lara Fortes
Ana Soto

Lizzy Boyd

Stage Manager
Brooke Pesqueira

Costumes Head
Bella Caffee

Sound Head
Katherine Bradford

Props Head
Rowan Suit Lights Head

Michael Schneider

Hair & Makeup Head
Margaux Doerr

Directed by
Rachel Jones

&
Johnna Barrett Mitchell

Asst. Music Director
Stephen DeVillers

Music Director
Vickie Chase

Technical Director
Brian Kimmel

The Sound of Music is presented by arrangement by Concord Theatricals.
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Preludium The Nuns Of the Nonnberg Abbey

The Sound of Music Maria

Maria Sisters Berthe, Sophia, Margaretta,
Mother Abbess

My Favorite Things Maria, Mother Abbess

My Favorite Things (Reprise) Maria

Do-Re-Mi Maria, the Von Trapp Children

Sixteen Going on Seventeen Rolf, Liesl

The Lonely Goatherd Maria, the Children

How Can Love Survive? Max, Elsa, Capt. Von Trapp

The Sound of Music (reprise) The Children, Capt. Von Trapp

So Long, Farewell The Children, Capt. Von Trapp

Morning Hymm The Nuns

Climb Every Mountain Mother Abbess, the Nuns

My Favorite Things The Children, Maria

No Way To Stop It Elsa, Max, Capt. Von Trapp

Something Good Maria, Capt. Von Trapp

Gadeamus Domino The Nuns

Maria (Reprise) The Nuns

Confitemini Domino The Nuns

Sixteen Going on Seventeen
(Reprise)

Maria, Liesl

Do-Re-Mi (Reprise) Maria, Children, Captain

Edelweiss Capt. Von Trapp, Maria, the Children

So Long, Farewell (Reprise) Maria, the Children, Capt. Von Trapp

Finale The Company

SONGS

ACT I

ACT II
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In Order of Appearance
Maria Rainer Maya Little

The Mother Abbess Sofia Hargis

Sister Berthe/Frau Schmidt Marisa Mulgrew

Sister Margaretta Maezy Tingiris

Sister Sophia Alexis Allphin

Captain Georg von Trapp Ryan Smith

Franz Adeline Foreman

Liesl von Trapp Anna Lopez

Friedrich von Trapp Jay Strobeck

Louisa von Trapp Lila Savu

Kurt von Trapp Owen Hugh

Brigitta von Trapp Birdie Cosgrove

Marta von Trapp Lorelei McGahee

Gretl von Trapp Stella Davis

Rolf Gruber Adrian Thaiss

Elsa Schraeder Laurel McFarland

Ursula/A New Postulant Ana Soto

Max Detweiler Aleks Kozlovski

Frau Zeller Kailey Breland

Baron Elberfeld Onyx Bermudez

Baroness Elberfeld/Nun Lara Fortes

Admiral Von Schreiber Casey Paida

Nun Soloist Rae Strobeck

Herr Zeller Gage Larabee

Frauline Schweiger Lizzie Boyd

CAST
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Crew Members
Stage Manager Brooke Pesqueira

Assistant Stage Manager Cordy Powers

Assistant Stage Manager Lianna Wessels

Production Assistant Casey Paida

Head of Lights Michael Schneider

Lighting Assistant Nathan Collar

Costumes Head Bella Caffee

Costumes Assistant Emmie Tunnell

Costumes Assistant Isabella Achtenberg

Sound Head Katherine Bradford

Sound Assistant Mya Borysiak

Sound Assistant Letha Smith

Props Head Rowan Suit

Props Assistant Annabelle Kane

Hair and Makeup Head Margaux Doerr

Hair and Makeup Assistant Marissa Gooden

Spotlight Brooke Ellis

Spotlight Noah Phillips

Run Crew Sophia Barkes

Run Crew Mary Childs

Run Crew Natalie Mayfield

Run Crew Sarah Mosley

Run Crew Connor Melson

Run Crew Audrey Melson

CREW
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CREATIVE TEAM

Rachel Jones - Director
Rachel Jones has been at Pope High School for five years. She arrived
after working in the Alliance Theatre education department for nine years
as a teaching artist and administrator. Her directing credits include The
Man of La Mancha (Brewton-Parker College) and No Exit (Impulse
Reparatory Theatre). After earning her MFA in theatre from Savannah
College of Art and Design, she worked with several notable Atlanta
directors including Rosemary Newcott and Justin Anderson. She has
worked on productions for Synchronicity Theatre, Aurora Theatre, and
the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra. The last five years have been a blast as
we’ve created beautiful theater together as the Pope Theater community.

Johnna Barrett Mitchell - Director
Johnna is thrilled to be returning to Pope for their latest musical
production. Johnna has choreographed, directed and performed for
years...okay, decades, in numerous shows and venues in the metro area, as
well as Macon, Ga. Most recently, she was seen in Disaster! (Jackie
Noelle/choreographer), and The Graduate (Mrs. Robinson) at Act3
Productions. Most recent directing credits include 12 Angry Jurors,
Godspell (MAT nominated) and Big Fish (MAT award, choreography). She
is the proud recipient of the Metro Atlanta Theater’s President’s Award for
having been nominated ten or more times in various categories. She co-
directs and choreographs musicals in 6 different elementary, middle and
high schools throughout Cobb, and is the Director of Education at Act3.

She would like to thank John-Michael, Stephen, Riley, Claire, Lauren, Rachel and Sophie for
sharing their immense talents, and her amazing husband, Danny for his ongoing patience and
support.

Vickie Chase - Music Director
Vicki returns to Pope as Musical Director and she has thoroughly enjoyed
working with the amazingly talented, kind, and committed actors. A Grace
Moore scholarship winner and Vocal Performance major at the University
of Tennessee, she performed in numerous churches, operas and operettas
in the Southeast, as well as 3rd Wench on the Left in Atlanta Opera’s
Rigoletto. A minute or two ago, once her own children arrived, she began
to focus more on teaching all ages and working with children on stage.
This is truly her calling! A voice and piano teacher for over 20 years, and
owner of Musical Theatre Workshop, she has worked in seven different
elementary, middle and high schools in the area and been a director of
some kind in 50+ children’s productions. She thanks Johnna for this
wonderful opportunity and knows you will enjoy the show!
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CREATIVE TEAM

Stephen DeVillers - Assistant Music Director
Stephen returns to Pope for his fifth musical and he is thrilled to be
involved! He has a degree in Musical Theater from Gulf Coast State
College and he has been featured in many productions and community
theaters throughout the Atlanta area. Some of his favorite roles include:
Bruce Bechdel in Fun Home, Jesus in Godspell, John Wilkes Booth in
Assassins, and Edward Bloom in Big Fish, for which he was awarded the
Metro Atlanta Theater award for Best Lead Actor in a Musical. He thanks
Johnna for this amazing chance to come back to Pope, and Vicki for her
piano and teaching skills - without her I would be lost! We hope you enjoy
the show!

Brian Kimmel - Technical Director

Brian Kimmel has been a director, teacher, actor and technician in Atlanta
for more than 25 years. He directed the Arts and Performance Camp
program at the Marcus Jewish Community Center of Atlanta, co-founded
Out of Hand Theater and has won state and national awards as a theater
educator. He currently spends his time raising his two children and
producing live and broadcast events throughout the region.
Congratulations to the cast, crew and directors on a fantastic show.
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DIRECTOR'S NOTE

Theater is magic. It brings joy, hope, laughter, and sometimes it makes you think.
This year I chose works that I thought would lead to hope and healing.

The Sound of Music has been bringing hope to theater audiences since 1959. It won
five Tonys. It became a world-renowned film that is still celebrated today. But as I
think of the show, I am most struck by Mother Abbess’s admonition to “climb every
mountain” and search for a dream that will require “all the love you can give”.

What better advice could one give, particularly to students who are preparing to go
into the world and figure out what to do with the lives they’ve been given? They
could follow Max and Else, always looking out for “me” or they could be like Captain
Von Trapp and Maria and stand up for what is right even under threat of death.

The paradox is that the path that seems most dangerous, and even impossible, is
usually the one that will lead to fulfillment. Von Trapp and Maria choose to stand
for their convictions. They choose to fight for his family. They choose the hard way.

Let their choices inspire us to look for our lives and live them to the fullest. Let us
dare to hope for something better than average and continue to climb every day to
find the best.

Mrs. Rachel Jones
Drama/English
Pope High School
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DIRECTOR'S NOTE

Based on the true story of a family that flees the annexation of Austria by the Nazis, our
production of this musical has some movements and lines that portray these historical

villains. Everyone should feel uncomfortable when they see or hear these representations of
murderous hate and bigotry. Consider leaning into that feeling as a reminder that humans are

capable of terrible atrocities. Let it prompt discussions in your households about the history of the
Holocaust, anti-Semitism and facism. Let it urge you to greater compassion, empathy, and action

in your daily lives.

If you would like more context around the history of the Holocaust and the unspeakable crimes
against humanity that the Nazi party committed please contact:

The Georgia Commission for the Holocaust: www.holocaust.georgia.gov

The Breman Museum: www.thebreman.org

Anti-Defamation League: www.atlanta.adl.org

If you feel so moved, please consider making a donation to the Breman Museum or the Southeast
Chapter of the Anti-Defamation League to support their efforts in the fight against anti-Semitism.

Lastly, please be conscious of how photographs of our young performers in Nazi costumes out of
context are harmful. Sharing such pictures can have long-term negative impacts for the students

pictured, Pope High School, the person who posts them, and the person who sees them. The
damaging ripples could be long lasting.

We ask that you refrain from taking these photos or posting them on social media.
Thank you for your support.
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WHO'S WHO

Alexis Allphin as Sister Sophia

Alexis is a junior and is thrilled to be playing the role of Sister Sofia in
her 9th Pope Drama production! She is so proud of the cast and crew
for all of their hard work on this beautiful show. She is so grateful for
this opportunity and hopes you enjoy the show!

Onyx Bermudez as Baron Elberfeld

Onyx is a junior at pope and you might recognize him from his roles as
Stinky from Snow White, Jekyll and Hyde in Haunted Theater and the
Farmer from Big Fish.

Lizzie Boyd as Frauline Schweiger

Lizzie is a junior at Pope and is excited to be performing in her second
show here! She hopes you enjoy!

Kailey Breland as Frau Zeller

Kailey Breland is junior this year and this is her 3rd year in Pope
drama. This will be her 5th production at Pope and she is super
excited to be a part of it.

Birdie Cosgrove as Brigitta von Trapp

Brigitta, more like Bri-get-ta in your seat now! Because this is going to
be a good show!
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WHO'S WHO

Stella Davis as Gretl von Trapp

Stella Davis is a third grader at Tritt Elementary and is so excited to
play Gretl! She has also performed in Frozen Kids at Act3 Arts
Academy and Tritt Elementary. Stella wishes to thank her family and
friends as well as the directors, cast, and crew. Enjoy the show!

Adeline Foreman as Franz

Adeline is ecstatic to be performing in her final show! She would like to
thank everyone — cast, crew, and friends, for everything she’s
experienced in this program!

Lara Fortes as Baroness Elberfeld/Nun

Lara Fortes is a sophomore and is so excited to be part of her first
performance at Pope High School. She is grateful for this opportunity
to be on stage and meet new people! She hopes you all enjoy the
show!

Sofia Hargis as The Mother Abbess

This is Sofia's senior show and she wants to thank everyone who's
supported her throughout her journey. We've worked so, so hard
these past few months, and she is so grateful for the opportunity to
perform with these amazing people one last time! Enjoy the show.
God Bless!

Owen Hugh as Kurt von Trapp

Owen was last seen as Les in the Act3 production of Newsies, Jr. He
is thankful for the opportunity to participate in this Pope Theater
production. He wants to thank the directors, actors, and everyone
involved for their warm welcome and guidance. He hopes you enjoy
the show!
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WHO'S WHO

Aleks Kozlovski as Max Detweiler

This is Aleks’ 7th show at Pope! Some Previous credits include Tuck
Everlasting (Jesse Tuck), Miracle Worker (Captain Keller), Snow
White (Prince Valiant). He also recently performed In the premiere of
Mean Girls, Jr! He thanks all of his friends and family for the support.

Gage Larabee as Herr Zeller

Gage is a sophomore here at Pope High School and he is very excited
to be a part of our production of the Sound of Music! Enjoy the show!

Maya Little as Maria Rainer

Maya is absolutely honored to be playing Maria! You may recognize
her from other Pope shows including Sandra Bloom in Big Fish,
Muddles in Snow White and the Seven Dwarves, and Bambi in
Curtains. Maya has loved being a part of this show and the Pope
Theater program and she hopes you enjoy it!

Anna Lopez as Liesl von Trapp

Anna is a freshman at Pope and is thrilled to make her Pope Theater
debut with The Sound Of Music! She hopes you enjoy the show!

Lorelei McGahee as Marta von Trapp

Lorelei is 12 years old and has enjoyed performing since age 6. Her
most recent role was Molly in MTW’s production of “Annie Jr.”. Lorelei
is thrilled to be playing Marta in Pope’s production of The Sound of
Music. She would like to thank her family, friends, and directors for
their support.
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WHO'S WHO

Laurel McFarland as Elsa Schraeder

Laurel is delighted to participate in her fifth and final Pope Drama
production. She would like to thank her parents for their support and
her wonderful friends in Pope Drama for their love. She hopes you
enjoy the show.

Marisa Mulgrew as Sister Berthe/Frau Schmidt

This is Marisa's first musical and 3rd production at Pope! She is so
excited to participate and hopes you all enjoy the show! :)

Casey Paida as Admiral Von Schreiber

Casey Paida is new to Pope Theater this year as a Sophomore after
moving down from the Philadelphia area over the summer, but has
loved embracing all aspects of production from acting to tech, just as
he did at his previous school.

Lila Savu as Louisa von Trapp

Lila is a senior at Pope and is ecstatic to be performing in her 6th
show with Pope Drama. You may have previously seen her in The
Miracle Worker (Helen Keller) or "Snow White" (Snow White). She
hopes you enjoy the show!

Ryan Smith as Captain Georg von Trapp

This is Ryan's 9th and final show with Pope. He is incredibly excited to
be playing the role of Captain Von Trapp. Ryan is endlessly thankful to
Mrs. Jones, Johnna, Vicki, and Stephen for their guidance and support
over these last four years. Ryan plans to pursue a BFA in Musical
Theatre in college.
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WHO'S WHO

Ana Soto as Ursula/A New Postulant

Ana is so excited to be part of her second drama production of the
year! Hope you enjoy the show!

Jay Strobeck as Friedrich von Trapp

As a senior at Pope, this is Jay's last high school performance. From
spotlight operator to actor in Curtains, Big Fish, "Robin Hood" and
more, to writer and director of Haunted Theatre, the years have been
great. Jay's looking forward to sharing this final high school show with
all of you. Allons-y!

Rae Strobeck as Nun Soloist

This is Rae's freshmen year at Pope and first solo in a production. She
also played a role in Haunted Theatre earlier this school year! They're
very excited to be in this show and hopes you enjoy!

Adrian Thaiss as Rolf Gruber

Adrian is a Sophomore at Pope and this is his 4th production! You
might recognize him as Amos Calloway from Big Fish. He also enjoys
writing 3rd person playbill bios about himself. Sit back, relax, and
enjoy the show!

Maezy Tingiris as Sister Margaretta

This is Maezy’s 5th Pope Drama show and she hopes you enjoy it
thoroughly.
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CREW WHO'S WHO

Isabella Achtenberg Costumes Assistant

Isabella is a sophomore at Pope and is happy to be working with Pope
Drama! This is their second production as costume assistant! They
hope you enjoy The Sound of Music!

Sophia Barkes Run Crew

Sophia is super excited to be doing her third show with Pope! She
loves helping out backstage to make productions happen. She hopes
you LOVE, ADMIRE, ENJOY, and APPRECIATE the show!

Mya Borysiak Sound Assistant

This is Mya’s second year as sound assistant for the school musical.
She has previously worked on ‘Big Fish’ and ‘Tuck Everlasting’. The
Sound of Music is one of her favorite musicals and she is so excited to
share it with all of you. Enjoy the show!

Katherine Bradford Sound Head

This is Katie’s fifth production doing tech work and they are so excited
to bring sound through for this wonderful musical.

Bella Caffee Costumes Head

This is Bella’s fourth show with Pope and she couldn’t be more
excited! She loves costume design and was ecstatic to be costumes
head for The Sound of Music. Bella hopes you love the show as much
as she does and can’t wait for you to see all the costumes she made
and put together!
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CREW WHO'S WHO

Mary Childs Run Crew

Mary is super excited to be doing her third show with Pope! She loves
helping out backstage to make productions happen. She hopes you
LOVE, ADMIRE, ENJOY, and APPRECIATE the show!

Nathan Collar Lighting Assistant

Nathan is thrilled to be part of this production. This is his fourth show
and he hopes this love story illuminates your day!

Margaux Doerr Hair and Makeup Head

Enjoy the show!!

Brooke Ellis Spotlight

Brooke is a senior at Pope and couldn't be more excited! This is the
fourth show she's done at Pope. She hopes you enjoy!

Marissa Gooden Hair and Makeup Assistant

Marissa is so excited to be on tech for such a wonderful show! She
hopes you enjoy the show!
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CREW WHO'S WHO

Annabelle Kane Props Assistant

Annabelle is so excited to be a part of this show! This will be her third
musical, and her second musical doing props. She hopes you enjoy!

Natalie Mayfield Run Crew

This is Natalie’s last show with Pope and she hopes you enjoy!

Audrey Melson Run Crew

Audrey is a sophomore at Pope and this is her first play with Pope
Theater. She enjoyed working on the show and hopes you enjoy it too!

Connor Melson Run Crew

Connor is a sophomore at Pope and this is his first show with Pope
Theater. He enjoyed working with the cast and crew and helping out
on the play. He hopes you enjoy!

Sarah Mosley Run Crew

This is Mosley’s final show with Pope drama after never missing one.
Though she’s sure it won’t be as good as the show she directed,
Sound of Music is probably ok too. ;)
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CREW WHO'S WHO

Casey Paida Production Assistant

Casey Paida is new to Pope Theater this year as a Sophomore after
moving down from the Philadelphia area over the summer, but has
loved embracing all aspects of production from acting to tech, just as
he did in his previous bio.

Brooke Pesqueira Stage Manager

Brooke is a Senior at Pope and has been a part of Pope Drama since
her freshman year. She has seen the incredible work put in by the cast
and crew, and she hopes you enjoy this production!

Noah Phillips Spotlight

Noah is thrilled to end his high school theater career with spotlight.
Noah’s first major show he was placed on spot and fell in love with the
position. Now going into his final show, ending with the same role it all
began, he’s excited to bring light to the talented cast of The Sound of
Music!

Cordy Powers Assistant Stage Manager

Cordy is a sophomore and this is her 6th Pope drama show! She has
really enjoyed being in theater so far, and is so excited for next year.
She hopes you enjoy the show!

Michael Schneider Head of Lights

It's Michael's senior year! He has enjoyed illuminating the PAC stage
and the talented performers for the past four years, operating the ETC
Element for a plethora of performances. Today, while you enjoy the
Sound of Music, he also wants you to enjoy the Sight of Lights!
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CREW WHO'S WHO

Letha Smith Sound Assistant

This is Letha’s 3rd show at pope and she knows the cast and crew
have worked so, so hard to give you this amazing show, and she
hopes you enjoy!

Rowan Suit Props Head

Rowan is absolutely ecstatic to be assisting her third production at
Pope! You may have seen them as a witch of the Scottish play in
Haunted Theater or caught a glimpse of her teching for "Snow White".
They hope you enjoy the show!

Emmie Tunnell Costumes Assistant

This is Emmie’s fourth production with Pope Theatre. You’ve
previously seen her costumes in "Tuck Everlasting" and Big Fish, and
experienced her bone chilling props in Haunted Theatre. Emmie
thanks you for coming and hopes you the show!

Lianna Wessels Assistant Stage Manager

Lianna is a Junior and is excited to be working on Pope’s production of
Sound of Music. This is her fourth show here at Pope. She hopes
everyone enjoys!
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PERFORMANCE PARTNERS
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SENIOR SHOUTOUTS
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SENIOR SHOUTOUTS
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SENIOR SHOUTOUTS
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SENIOR SHOUTOUTS
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SENIOR SHOUTOUTS
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

The talents of more than 60 students, parent volunteers, and teachers were needed to make this
production of The Sound of Music come to life. Thank you to everyone who contributed this year!

In particular, we’d like to thank:
• Mr. Bradford and the administration for their continued support for the arts at Pope
• Julie Kokan, Lanae Savu, Liz Kozlovski, Audrey Piekut-Thaiss, Adam Paida and

Kristen Smith - our Pope Theater Booster Club board members
• Chip Jonesand Brian Powers for your tireless effort during set builds
• Kailei Faglier and her invaluable artistic talent for our artwork, posters and t-shirt design
• Audrey Piekut-Thaiss, Adrian Thaissand Gerr Smith for creating this playbill
• Morgan McCrary Brooks from Reinhardt University for the lighting equipment help
• Holly Hugh, Pam Alphin, Holly Schneider- for your constant help and presence during

rehearsals - you are awesome!
• Pope Custodial Staff - for keeping our rehearsal space so fresh and clean
• Every single parent and friend who covered rehearsal and set builds, donated food/drinks/props or

assisted during show days…you are the best!
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